Accessories for
NB Series Mobile
Powered Workstation

Newcastle Systems’ line of NB Series accessories can be integrated in seconds to create a highly functional mobile workstation that is customized to your specific application. Accessories include:

Slide-out shelf
Part No. B126

Add-on push handles
Part No. B138

Binder holder
Part No. B122

LCD support
Part No. B118

Additional shelf
Part No. B124

Drawer (3" / 76 mm)
Part No. B128

CPU holder
Part No. B109

Laptop/tablet holder
Part No. B112

Adjustable keyboard tray
Part No. B100

Binder holder
Part No. B122

LCD support
Part No. B118

Add-on push handles
Part No. B138

Slide-out shelf
Part No. B126

"We are receiving the same amount of product - but with less people and less overtime. Receiving has gone through the roof since there is no down time!"

Troy Horn of Tyco International on the NB Series Mobile Powered Workstation
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